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Moving, harrowing, and ultimately uplifting, Lori Schiller's memoir is a vintage testimony to the ravages of mental
illness and the energy of perseverance and courage.At seventeen Lori Schiller was the perfect child-the only child of an
affluent, close-knit family. Six years later she made her 1st suicide attempt, then wandered the roads of NEW YORK
dressed in ragged clothes, tormenting voices crying out in her brain. Lori Schiller experienced entered the horrifying
world of full-blown schizophrenia.*Includes reading group guidebook*In this personal accounts, she tells how she did it,
taking us not merely into her own shattered world, but drawing on what of the doctors who treated her and family who
suffered with her. But against all odds, she survived. She started an ordeal of hospitalizations, halfway houses, relapses,
even more suicide attempts, and constant, withering despair.
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and understands that each time she relapses it gets worse. It holds worth for the mentally ill, the people wo love them,
the experts who treat them, and for those who know nothing at all about the plights of the mentally ill.. If your child is
displaying symptoms of Schizophrenia, don’t try ignoring them and simply wishing – you will regret it. The abnormal
psych course I am currently taking requires us never to only take part in lectures and read the text book, but to read two
additional books. We have two copies: one for me, and one for our girl.. She’s been hospitalized three times. It started
for all of us in 9th grade with our daughter wearing hoodies over her head, thinking people could listen to her thoughts,
and considering she was on possible Television show. It progressed to hallucinations, mostly auditory, however, many
visual. You need to get them treatment, preferably before they’re 18. I cried oceans, believe me. But we'd Mental Health
Power of Attorney to make her get treatment, despite being 18." A heartfelt thank you to the author on her behalf
courage on paper such a deeply personal account. I recommend it for anyone. It’s a weird combination of stuff: They’re
determined never to have Schizophrenia because of dread and/or embarrassment, they don’t believe they’re sick since it
seems so true, so they believe it is all genuine, but we’re just not able to view it, or we’re all experiencing it too, but
hiding it, or the voices are threatening factors if they take the medication, or – lastly - when the medication starts
working, they begin missing the voices! This book is a tale that is simple to follow and easy to relate with I wasn't
diagnosed until a year ago and I'm 50. We think she experienced terrifying more than enough things this last time that
she will not fight the medicine, and realizes that each time she relapses it gets worse. The answer may be the Medicine.
I speak to her every day about Schizophrenia – you have to say the term and say it without dread or shame. Voices inside
one's head become more actual than outside voices.. Schizophrenia Very hopeful view! Sort of "required" reading for
abnormal psych training course! This book can be an Epic help us! A book statement has to be completed for each of
these books. The professor has a book list that people can pick from but also enables alternate books per his
acceptance. I requested and was given permission to read "The Quiet Area".I really enjoyed this book as there have been
several different chapters which were written by those in Lori's lifestyle that were suffering from her illness. It offers a
different potential on mental disease from not only the individual suffering but also those that love and care for them.
Perspective I purchased this book to gain a better knowledge of the debilitating disease which is schizophrenia; It will
be helped me understand the struggles someone with a mental disease deals with and continues to have a problem with
for their entire lives.An excellent read for sure!Though it was needed reading I had a hard time putting it down. This
publication frightened me but help me understand. This book genuinely helped me to gain insight and allowed me to
raised communicate and relate and thus, gave me the chance to better help he who required my assistance in this
respect. Worth the read whether you personally are affected by this ailment or not really; even though you don't know
anyone who has been diagnosed as schizophrenic, this reserve can still help to give you perspective on the disease. Just
Wow Wow... Great trip into mental illness Loved every minute of the book. I simply wished to gain perspective to be able
to better empathize with someone who was suffering through the burdens of this traumatic condition. With the up to
date version we reach observe her as she's settled into her past due 40's. I now have a new understand of how this
disease impacts everyone in the sufferers life. Heroic Lori Schiller's harrowing tale is brave on thus many amounts. This
portrayal of her odyssey with mental disease is indeed vivid and comprehensive that the reader will become transported
into territories of lifestyle experience completely foreign to many - like a trip to the dark aspect of the moon. Shiller's
book inspires hope and compassion for people suffering from major mental disease. But we'd Mental Health Power of
Attorney .The Quiet Space held special fascination for me personally because I was among he mental health workers on
Lori's unit who participated in her restraints. Read this reserve, you won't regret it! Though even while a first hand
witness to her sufferings at the hospital, her book revealed so much more measurements of her experience which were
entirely invisible, yet highly relevant. Our child is 18 today and thankfully is usually okay. Wow. It took me quite a long
time to learn since it's tough to concentrate but I wanted to thank Lori Schiller for posting her story and survival
recovery and also Amanda Bennet who I am today following and looking for that following great examine. Jori Nunes
Modesto CA Heartfelt and real This is a genuine story of the authors journey through and with schizophrenia. Lori's
accounts of her struggles were difficult for me to examine, as it opened the entranceway to how challenging the
struggles are for all those facing mental illness.. The experience is usually something I cannot visualize living. What a



courageous girl Lori has to be to have eliminated thru this and lived to tell her tale. How it includes a sudden starting
point in the late teens and destroys all connections to the outside world. Simply calmness and okay-ness. As this
occurred in the 1980's it showed me the limited possibilities at that time. I was truly horrified at many of the strategies
used, among that was called "the silent room. Thank God, there are medicines now that they didn’t possess when Lori
Schiller first got sick. And we discuss God, and that it’s not really about God saving her from hell and the demons, it’s
about God conserving her from Schizophrenia – which is by taking the life-saving medication (Olanzapine for all of us)
and that the medicine is the Blessing from God. Many thanks Lori. Love this book thus much. The problem is certainly
that they don’t want to consider the medicine. It really is PG-13, but an excellent book. Wow. This was a very
psychological read as I . We read certain pages out of this book jointly. I loved the authors writing and how she was able
to consider me into her globe. As I grasp for anything to greatly help me understand my condition, someone on a face
book schizophrenia group recommended this book and I am very grateful he do. This was an extremely emotional read as
I am a mom of an adult kid battling a mental health condition- but WOW did this publication give me hope. I enjoyed
how it had been told from the various viewpoints of her family, psychiatrists, and her very own perspective. This
inspiring story. Must read! Calls for one into the real and frequently misunderstood accounts of schizophrenia. He's
going thru much of what Lori proceeded to go thru now in the beginning. No spoilers!My godson was simply diagnosed
with schizophrenia and I was searching for a book to help me understand. Five Stars Great, thanks Update on her
condition makes the revised edition worthy of a 2nd look Having read the original version 20 years ago, the frustrations
of Laurie's journey was heating shattering. As someone who has suffered with stress, I found this publication to be very
rewarding. Great upgrade about Lori later on (2011). I recall her well and fondly.
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